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Centurion Editorial Calendar
CENTURION MAGAZINE

Q1 2020 — Mar / Apr

Q2 2020 — Jun / Jul

Q3 2020 — Sep / Oct

Q4 2020 — Nov / Dec

ALL ABOUT JEWELS

FORWARD THINKING

FESTIVE GIVING

A sparkling of-the-moment appraisal of
milestone métiers – canvassing industry
insights, peering behind the scenes at
major maisons and showcasing the most
exciting launches and trends in the world
of haute joaillerie.

Marking 20 years of Centurion Magazine

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
YACHTING

PLUS ON THE OPEN ROAD
Whether they fulfil the need for speed
or are built for laidback long-distance
cruising – behind-the-wheel opinions of
the latest must-have cars, alongside all
the news from the world of motoring.

To celebrate two decades of Centurion
Magazine’s crusade to uncover the very
best in travel, style, design, culture and
craft, visionaries across these diverse
sectors give their views on how the
rarefied world of luxe living will evolve in
the years to come.

The latest superyachts examined, stateof-the-art technology tested and the top
destinations for superlative sailing explored
– a look at developments on the water.
PLUS THE HEIGHT OF HOROLOGY
Be they chronographs, moon phases,
minute-repeaters or an elegant choice
for an evening out: we assess the most
desirable watches.

Celebrate the season with glamour and
style – essential items with old-fashioned
class or high-tech hallmarks feature in
our wide-ranging gift guides for him and
her.
PLUS GET AWAY FROM IT ALL
Island escapes, unexpected destinations
and secluded sanctuaries to journey to this
season.

PROPERTY TIMES in select market editions

IN EVERY ISSUE OF CENTURION: The latest updates and insights from the worlds of travel, style, jewellery, watches, culture and more.
Last updated: 13 Dec 2019. Editorial subject to change.
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